In this paper we shall study the property V considered in [1, 2, 3, 4] concerning sets of elements of this same order. In our considerations we restrict ourselves to the case of finite p-groups (p > 2). In [l] it was shown that for two groups G and H with the property W and of relatively prime orders, G*H has the property W. In [4] an analogous o result for p-groups of exponent p was obtained. The aim of the paper is to prove that the above results cannot be ge-2 neralized to the class of p-groups of exponent grater than p . We also give the proof that the property W is not hereditary under taking subgroups ahd homomorphism images. These results are based on a characterization of p-groups of maximal class.
Most of the notation used is standard. The basic results concerning regular p-groups and groups of maximal olass can be found in [5] .
We reoall the basic definition. A p-group G has the property W if for each natural n K n (G) i 0 implies K n (G)K n (G) ^ G, where K fl (G)« {xcGio(x) = = p n } and AB = {ab: a e A, bes], We need the following simple but useful lemma whioh was proved in [l] This can be proved by observing that in a regular p-group G the set of elaments of order less than p n (n fixed) constitutes a subgroup of G ( [5] ). . If a p-group G is of maximal class and |G| £ p p+2 then: a) G^ is the unique maximal subgroup being regular; b) Bach maximal subgroup of G not equal to G 1 is a group of maximal class; p c) For each element x e G -G^ we have o(x) < p , {x 6 : g e g} = xy2G and x p eZ(G).
By 111.14.6 ( [5] ) these are special cases of III.14.14 and III.14.22. Lemma 4. If G is of maximal class, |G| £ p p+2 , then for each maximal subgjroup M £ G^ of G the set M-JFGG is contained in K 1 (G) or K_(G). -611 - Pro of. For p-groups of exponent grater than p-^ this is an immediate consequence of two last theorems. For groups of exponent p^ this can be easily proved using the method from the proof of Theorem 6 and by observing that if G is a p-group of maximal class, then G/Z(G) is of maximal class too, moreover, each element from G/Z(G) -G^/Z{G) is of order p. Now we show that there exist p-groups with the property W containing subgroups which have not this property.
First we prove the following lemma. 
